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United in the fight
against cancer:
Safe – efficient - economical
Today it is clear: loco-regional hyperthermia supports
and complements traditional oncological and biological
treatment methods. When used in conjunction with and
shortly before chemotherapy or radiotherapy, it makes
the tumour more sensitive and receptive to this treatment methods.
Loco-regional hyperthermia treatment can be applied to all
solid tumours as well as to local relapses and metastases.
Celsius42+ has set itself the objective of providing
doctors and clinicians with a hyperthermia system that
reflects the latest state of development, meets all the
requirements of medical technology, and fulfils the
wishes of the treatment provider from both a medical
and economical perspective.
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The Celsius TCS hyperthermia system is our contribution
to the fight against cancer.

Your Celsius42 team
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Rationale for loco-regional hyperthermia:
An effective complementary treatment to chemotherapy and radiotherapy
Clinical research and routine application have
shown loco-regional hyperthermia, i.e. the
targeted overheating of specific parts of the
body, to be effective in the treatment of cancer.
In approximately 15 randomised phase III studies,
loco-regional hyperthermia was examined in combination with chemotherapy or radiotherapy. A significant
improvement in clinical results was found for tumours of
the head and neck, breast, brain, colon, rectum, gynaecological tumours (cervical, vaginal and ovarian carcinomas), sarcomas and melanomas.
Many of these studies showed a significant reduction
in the tumour size. Additional hyperthermia treatment
resulted in significantly higher (complete) response rates,
accompanied by improved local tumour control rates
and better survival rates.

Hyperthermia as a complementary treatment to radiotherapy
Numerous clinical studies have shown that
hyperthermia significantly supports the therapeutic effect of radiotherapy. Hyperthermia
is probably the most potent radio-sensitising
method currently known.
Studies indicate that hyperthermia can boost the effect of
radiotherapy by a factor of 1.2 to 5. Various mechanisms
are responsible for this.
1. Hypoxia
Radiotherapy is more effective the higher the oxygen
percentage in the target region. The free oxygen radicals released through the radiation damage the DNA.
This effect, which has been clearly proven in theory and
in cell experiments, is not particularly easy to implement
in practice. Moderate hyperthermia shortly before radiotherapy is ideal for achieving a higher concentration of
oxygen in the target region.
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2. Inhibiting DNA repair mechanisms
Every living cell possesses mechanisms to repair DNA
double-strand breaks. When additional stress is exerted
on a cell following damage, these
repair mechanisms are significantLoco-regional
ly damaged, however. Heat is one
hyperthermia
such potential stress factor. This
intensifies the effect
results in an increase in the desiof radiotherapy.
red effect of radiotherapy and the
death of more cancer cells (fix
the damage).
3. Complementary sensitivities
Cells in the hypoxic and low PH range, along with cells in
the S phase, respond less to radiotherapy. However, they
do respond more to hyperthermia treatment. This results
in a complementary effect.
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Hyperthermia and immunotherapy
Hyperthermia has been proven to have a stimulating
effect on the immune system. This is actually one of
the reasons why our body responds to illnesses with
a fever, which could be said to be the natural form of
hyperthermia.

It is undisputed that local heat application relieves
interstitial pressure and can enhance the permeability of
blood vessels. Both ease the access of APT cells to the
lymph nodes and of T cells of the specific immunological
response to the ‘region of interest’.

1. by causing the tumour cells themselves to stimulate
the immune system through an increased surface expression of immune-related cell markers (MHC class I,
etc.) and the release of HSPs,
2. through the direct activation of intratumoral immune
cells (NK cells, etc.) and
3. through the improved migration of immune cells
between the tumour and the lymphatic organs.
This is how we know today, for example, that natural
killer cells (NK cells) work more effectively in an elevated
temperature environment. Hyperthermia can also stimulate the exposure of calreticulin as an ‘eat-me’ signal for
the immune system itself on the cell membrane.

Radiotherapy
and
chemotherapy generate necrotic cells, an
input for the body’s
immune system.
Hyperthermia not only
boosts the effectiveness of radiotherapy
and chemotherapy,
but also makes a valuable contribution to supporting the
body’s immune system.

fotolia - Juan Gärtner

Loco-regional hyperthermia is clearly capable of promoting an anti-tumour response

Hyperthermia as a complementary treatment to chemotherapy
Clinical studies indicate that chemotherapy combined
with hyperthermia has a significantly stronger effect than
pure chemotherapy alone. The tumour becomes considerably more sensitive to the chemotherapy. The interactions of loco-regional hyperthermia and chemotherapy can be autonomous, additive and synergistic.
The most important mechanisms that stimulate an
interactive effect with cytostatic drugs include a higher
concentration of intratumoral drugs, which is attributable
to increased blood flow and enhanced permeability of the membrane
Loco-regional
together with increased intracelluhyperthermia
lar absorption, as well as an increaintensifies the effect
se in intracellular drug metabolism
of chemotherapy.
and an accelerated reaction rate in
a higher ambient temperature.

drugs work better in areas with good blood flow. It has
previously been shown for Mitomycin C, Nitrosurea,
Cisplatin, Doxorubicin and Mitoxantron that the combination of chemotherapy with hyperthermia counteracts
chemoresistance. Supra-additive cytotoxic effects were
primarily observed in combination with alkylating agent
and platinum derivatives.
The results of recent research examining the temporal
pattern between infusion and hyperthermia are particularly valuable. For example, with Gemcitabin, a 24-hour
interval between infusion and applied hyperthermia is the
most effective.
However, indirect synergy effects can also arise from
changes in the tissue and the metabolic modification of
cytostatic drugs as a result of the heat.

Synergy effects also result from the spatial cooperation
of chemotherapy and hyperthermia as most cytostatic
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Modern two-electrode technology
The Celsius TCS system already uses the modern
two-electrode system, i.e. it is equipped with two
active electrodes, and therefore stands out from
other and older systems.
This technical innovation ensures that the tumour
is subject to homogeneous temperature
development. Thanks to the different electrode sizes of the Celcius TCS, heat can be
applied to the tumour in a targeted and
controlled manner.

Schematic, idealised illustration

Even tumours located deeper
in the body can be treated.
The Celsius TCS system uses
electromagnetic waves with
a frequency of 13.56 MHz
(radio waves) to transfer energy
based on the principle of
capacitive coupling.
The body tissue located between the two
electrodes represents the dielectric here, so to speak, and
is heated accordingly. Depending on the region and power,
significant temperature gradients can be achieved using
this method. Thanks to the positioning of the electrodes

250 mm electrode

250 mm electrode

250 mm electrode

150 mm electrode

and the freely selectable energy input, the treatment can be
tailored to the patient, tumour entity and
location of the tumour.
The powerful, high capacity of up to 600 watts and significantly reduced diffusion losses through the application of innovative technical solutions also
ensure a high penetration depth; the
Deeply
net power measueffective
red amounts
to approx.
500 watts at its highest. The use
of different sizes of electrodes
enables doctors to focus even
more precisely on the target
region in the patient’s body. The
different impedance in unhealthy
and healthy tissue also helps.
The technology of the Celsius TCS
hyperthermia system and the underlying basic frequency of 13.56 MHz, which can generally
penetrate into deeper regions, means that even the deeper
regions of tissue can be reached.

150 mm electrode

150 mm electrode

150 mm electrode

250 mm electrode

Schematic, idealised illustration
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Efficient application
in patients
The Celsius TCS hyperthermia system has
been designed for optimum operation in
everyday practice.
The treatment of tumours in various parts of the body is
easily achieved with the help of easily moveable electrodes on the application arm and on the couch surface.
The powerful cooling system allows the heat produced
on the surface of the skin to be better dissipated. This
allows the effectiveness on deep tissue to be improved
at higher power without risking the skin overheating.

This makes it possible to cool the heat receptors near
the skin and therefore achieve a higher and more effective power input for the desired deeper target areas.
The Celsius TCS hyperthermia
system automatically recognises
which arm electrode is connected.
This prevents the power from
being selected too high for electrodes that are too
small. In turn, this means greater safety for the user
and patient.

Optimum operation
in everyday practice.
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The flexibility of the water bolus in the electrodes
creates harmonisation with the body’s anatomy.
The Celsius TCS hyperthermia system tolerates
movements by the patient that occur during treatment.
By cooling the electrodes, moisture on the surface of the
electrodes caused by sweat and the accompanying risk of
burning is sharply reduced. The polyurethane material used

for the membrane of the application electrodes means that
it is well tolerated by the skin, robust and easy to clean.
Through the application of innovative technical solutions,
the electrodes have been designed such that it is impossible for the patient to come into direct contact with the
electrode plate, thereby further improving the level of safety.
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Celsius TCS
user software

All recorded data, of a medical and business nature
alike, and all relevant performance parameters are
saved on the device and can be summarised and
evaluated quickly and easily (statistics).

Celsius TCS user software was developed for the
Celsius TCS hyperthermia system by Celsius itself.
The input of all session parameters and the management of treatment data are carried out centrally via
the Celsius TCS system’s computer.

In addition to evaluations for the
Simple operation
hyperthermia centre, a standarand safe treatment
dised quality of life questionnaire
(EORTC LQ 12) has been integrated, which can be answered by the patient before and
after treatment and supplements the medical data.

The user software enables the data input to be recorded
during treatment. This ensures a consistent treatment
process even at higher utilisation. The software’s user
interface offers easy and reliable operability.
A small control panel on the Celsius TCS itself displays
the most important treatment data. At the same time,
various treatment parameters can be changed here while a
treatment session is in progress. The entire workflow
therefore saves valuable time for the treatments and
provides safe treatment.
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A patient database is integrated into the software, which
makes it easy and quick to search for patients who are
currently active and have already been treated.
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An overview of the Celsius TCS hyperthermia system
The Celsius TCS hyperthermia system offers you
innovative technology for loco-regional hyperthermia:

•
•
•

Safe
Efficient
Economical.

An overview of the entire system can be found here.
Arm electrode 250mm / large

Arm electrode 150mm / small

Celsius TCS user software
The software package is pre-installed.

Tile electrode 250mm / large

Tile electrode 250mm / large

Tile electrode 150mm / small

Celsius® TCS Hyperthermia System:
Patient couch with treatment arm,
operating panel and patient switch.

Desk with PC, two monitors
and a printer, including
keyboard and mouse
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Safety is the concept

Our commitment to quality

When designing and developing the Celsius TCS
hyperthermia system, our priority was to ensure a
high standard of safety.

automatically recalibrated and potentially readjusted.
This is presented and also documented for the user in
a clear and comprehensive way on the control monitor.

The safety concept focuses on
controlling and responding to the
The Celsius TCS
power output currently applied.
hyperthermia system
All treatment parameters are
is safe for patients
displayed on the device and are
and users.
to be confirmed before the start
of treatment. The power output is
continuously measured and monitored throughout treatment. If the patient moves, for example, the output is

If the patient feels unwell at any time during the treatment, he or she can interrupt the treatment using the
patient hand switch. As an additional safety component,
all phases with a high power application require the
patient to confirm regularly using the hand switch.
The power output’s auto-stop function responds to the
lack of a confirmation signal from the patient.

We live an integrated quality management.
As early as in the development phase, we select
components with the highest level of quality and strive
for an environmentally friendly manufacturing process. All
components are inspected again before they are used,
which allows us to guarantee that all materials used in
production are of a high quality.
Continuous checks from the receipt of goods to the
delivery guarantee the high quality of the Celsius TCS
hyperthermia system.

delivery and installation of our Celsius TCS hyperthermia system, as well as in all technical work and services
performed.
From project planning to user
training, through to routine maintenance, our technical services
ensure that all project stages are
expertly executed.

Our quality standards
are part of our corporate culture and are
firmly anchored in
our everyday work.

Continuous product enhancements, such as software
updates, also provide for high quality throughout the
entire service life of the equipment.

This demand for quality also continues in the worldwide

Arm in parking position
Operating range forward = 81,5 cm

Arm in parking position
Operating range forward

95 percentile = bodydimension ”large“

Shoulderheight = 134,5 cm

”0 - point“
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(Couch area)

Arm - electrode D = 150 mm
(D = 250 mm)

Ground area

50 percentile = bodydimension ”mediumlarge“

Shoulderheight = 156 cm

Bodyheight = 185,5 cm

(without diffrection) = 69 cm

Arm - electrode D = 150 mm
(D = 250 mm)
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Technical Data
Celsius® TCS Hyperthermia System
Treatment couch with integrated high-frequency control unit
and PC system for control, monitoring and documentation.
General
Article No.: 		
B 2070
Operating temperature:
+15°C … +35°C
Air pressure:		
860 hPa … 1060 hPa
Relative humidity: 		
20% …70% non-condensing
Network supply: 		
230 V single-phase, 16 A,		
		
access for permanent
			services
Degree of protection:
IP X0
Electromagnetic compliance: EN 60601-1, professional
Weight: 			
approximately 650 Kg
Dimensions L x B x H (mm):
2290 x 1040 x 1665
Maintenance interval:
1 year
Noise: 			
<60 db(A)
Protection class: 		
Class I
HF-generation
Carrier frequency: 		
13,56 MHz
HF-capacity per the matchbox: 6...600 W, Duty cycle 100%
HF-performance on patients: 500 W
Modulation:		 no
Impedance range: 		
5 Ω...200 Ω
Tuning speed: 		
< 3s

Treatment electrodes
Variants: 			
150 mm ∆, 250 mm ∆,
			interchangeable
Arm electrodes: 		
250 mm ∆, 150 mm ∆
Tile electrodes: 		
250 mm ∆, 150 mm ∆
Head tile electrode:		
250 mm ∆
Cooling: 			
Water circulation with
			adjustable water temperature
Cooling medium: 		
pure water, completely 		
			desalinated, degassed
			and germinated
Lifespan UV Tube: 		
>10.000 h
Coolant volume: 		
approximately 8 L in circulation
Cooling capacity: 		
max. 1000 W
Electrode surface: 		
Polyurethan
Distance adjustment
of the Membrane: 		
Up to 20 mm
Control panel:
on the treatment unit:
Manual control switch:
			
			

Accessories:
PC System: 		
Keyboard & Mouse included 		
Celsius TCS application software: pre-installed
Monitor:			
LCD-Display - 19"
Printer: 			
Colour printer, 			
			USB, Ethernet
Desktop: 			
80 x 76 cm, square desk
The degree of electrical protection with the application part
corresponds to TYPE BF.
Attention: guidelines and instructions are to be strictly observed.

LCD Display
HF protection shutoff,
patient monitoring with 		
higher capacity (safety shutoff)

Patient unit
Dimensions L x B x H (mm):
2290 x 940 x 785
Material: 			
Polyurethane, viscoelastic
Number of tiles: 		
21 (18 positions for actively 		
			cooled counter-electrodes)
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Celsius42+ GmbH
Porzer Str. 70
51107 Cologne / Germany
Fon +49 (0) 221 - 888 237 - 0
Fax +49 (0) 221 - 888 237 - 20
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info@celsius42.de
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